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Imagining the Future:
Training Hong Kong
Lawyers for the 21ST Century
David N Smith, Acting Dean of the City University of Hong Kong Law School, argues that the
time has come for Hong Kong to adopt law studies as a graduate program so as to ensure that our
lawyers can compete in an increasingly global and complex environment
Hong Kong must commit itself now to becoming one ofthe leaders in legal education in Asia and the world.
To do so, it must dramatically rethink the structure, process
and content of legal education. This will not be easy, but
it is essential if Hong Kong is to continue to serve as one
of the great centres of finance, trade and technology in
the world and if it is to maintain and secure a position
of leadership in 21st century China and the Pacific
region.
Within the next few years, a number of countries around
the world will be reshaping their programmes of study for
lawyers by requiring a stronger academic foundation in the
humanities and sciences before students can embark on
law studies. Several of Hong Kong's neighbours and likely
competitors in the 21st century - including Singapore, Japan
and Taiwan - are taking steps now to move away from law
as an undergraduate discipline to law as a professional,
post-graduate field of study. On the Mainland a number of
law schools are considering adding similar programmes.
Law faculties and law schools (and other forums for
training lawyers) are one of the windows through which a
legal system is judged. If Hong Kong is to influence legal
debate and developments in China (including issues in law
reform and legal education) and elsewhere in Asia, it must
develop a world class system of legal education across the
board. One goal should be to attract Mainland Chinese
students with degrees in other disciplines (who now go to
Europe, Australia or North America, for example) for law
study here.
The Case for Graduate Legal Education
There are several reasons for what seems to be a significant
movement world-wide toward post-graduate legal
education.
The first is that it is simply no longer feasible to study
law in isolation from other disciplines. Law spans the whole
spectrum of human experience, from domestic relations to
corporate and governmental responsibility and liability, to
international relations. Virtually every aspect of law is
influenced by and influences economics, social theory, and
science and technology. Lawyers in the coming century
will be increasingly challenged in Hong Kong and elsewhere
in dealing with technologically and socially complex issues.
A lawyer, for example, who does not possess the basic
scientific background to deal with (increasingly complex)
intellectual property issues or (increasingly complex)
scientific evidence (such as DNA) will not be able to serve
her or his client as effectively as one who does.
And, of course, law faculties and law schools are not
training just solicitors and barristers. Many law graduates
eventually become judges, legislators, high-ranking
government officials, law reform commissioners and
teachers. Whatever the case may have been in the past,
legislative, governmental, administrative and judicial
(including constitutional) decision-making and law teaching
today demand a sophisticated and broad understanding of
economics, politics, social theory and technology. Great
judges, legislators and law reformers are those who not
only understand 'the law', but who also have broad
humanistic interests and a rich understanding of history,
literature, sociology and the sciences. Three-year
undergraduate legal education simply does not provide
time and room for this broad-based preparation. At the
same time, a legal education that covers only the 'core'
subjects (through a one-year 'conversion' course, for
example) and that consequently does not provide exposure
to a broad range of substantive law courses and skills, will
be a disservice to the student and the profession no matter
how good the student's basic liberal arts training has been.
There is, in brief, no shortcut to training the lawyers who
will have the knowledge and skills that will enable them to
compete effectively in the legal world of the 21st century.
A second reason for the discernible movement toward
graduate legal education is that the teaching of law at the
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graduate level can proceed at a much more sophisticated level in the classroom
if students have previous years of university education, a high level of competence
in English and knowledge of science, humanities, logic, the corporate world and
social structure. Students with a liberal arts education are more likely than
students coming into law directly from secondary school to understand how
business enterprises and securities markets work, how psychiatric analysis is to
be evaluated and used in criminal and civil cases, how biotechnology should be
regulated or how domestic relations law should be designed. Discussion of
appropriate environmental law standards for manufacturing enterprises will
proceed very differently in a classroom that contains students who have had, as
undergraduates, some exposure to environmental policy or environmental science
or economics.
Study Postgraduate Law
in Brisbane, Australia
Eight reasons why a postgraduate law degree
from Queensland University of Technology is
the one to choose...
' QUT is located in Brisbane, Australia — offering students a high standard
of living in a friendly, multicultural city
• Convenient study options are offered - units on-line in the Masters of
Law degree and a multi-mode PhD program
• Leading academic staff conduct classesO
• QUT's Faculty of Law is one of Australia's foremost Law Schools
• Our inner city campus is a great location to study
• International links
• International students have excellent support services
• QUT is a cost-effective international education option
Studies commence in February and July 2000.
For a postgraduate prospectus, contact QUT International:
• Phone: +61 7 3864 3142 or Fax: +61 7 3864 3S29
• E-mail: international.enq@qut.edu.au
• Website: http:/ /www.qut.cdu.au/law/
L Queensland University of TechnologyQUT International, Victoria Park Road, Kelvin Grove,Brisbane Q 4059 Australiawww: http://www.qut.edu.au S E R V I C E
Related to this is the fact that a
student at, say, the age of 21 or 22 is
likely to make a more reasoned and
mature decision to pursue law studies
than a student jus t completing
secondary school. Indeed, a student
who has explored many aspects of life
through university study of history
and science and the humanities is
likely to pursue law study with greater
determination, interest and passion, as
well as greater understanding, than a
secondary school leaver.
It is the case, of course, that the
undergraduate LLB programme does
not necessarily have to lead to a life in
the law. But even accepting that there
are students who enter the LLB
programme with the understanding
that they would not go on to further
professional studies, it is time, I
believe, to question whether LLB
studies, on their own, provide an
adequate foundation for life-long
l e a r n i n g and f l e x i b l e career
development. The study of law,
without doubt, is valuable to non-
lawyers in training the mind and
providing substantive knowledge and
skills for work in government or
business. But students might be better
served by being able to pursue law
studies in combination with very
substantial exposure to other
disciplines, such as economics,
business management and science.
This requires a broader university
education than a three-year LLB
programme can provide.
There is some movement toward
more interdisciplinary studies in
law in Hong Kong through joint
programmes in government and law
and business and law at the University
of Hong Kong and accounting and law
at City University of Hong Kong, but
these developments do not address the
issue of law as an undergraduate field
of study. There are a number of other
jurisdictions that have mandatory
concurrent degree programmes, in
which law and liberal arts studies are
pursued jointly over a four, five or six
year period and others that have four
or five-year LLB programmes allowing
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for more exposure to liberal arts subjects. At City University
a quarter of our entering first year class hold undergraduate
degrees in philosophy, science, arts, business, English
language and literature, sociology, economics and civil
engineering. Still, in all of these cases, law study remains a
largely undergraduate discipline, with its inherent
limitations.
The Language Factor
Because law is so dependent on the precise use of language,
the opportunity to study and use English extensively in a
university context before beginning law studies is a major
argument for making law a subject of graduate, not
undergraduate, study in Hong Kong. In addition, Hong
Kong law students have the added
challenge of developing a stronger
foundation in Chinese history,
economics and culture. Without
such a foundation, work on legal
issues related to the Mainland will
be extremely difficult. A carefully
designed undergraduate liberal arts
programme of three to four years
could provide the requisite
background in language (English,
Cantonese and Mandarin), critical
thinking, Chinese and Asian studies
and science and the humanities,
laying the basis for training some of the most sophisticated
and talented lawyers in China, if not Asia and the world.
The Globalisation Factor
This leads to an additional reason for making law study a
graduate programme. As the profession globalises, as more
businesses become transnational, as international accounting
and law firms pre-empt more and more law business relating
to China and Asia, and as transnational and domestic
corporations come to rely increasingly on in-house counsel
(as seems to be the case), Hong Kong-trained lawyers will
be greatly disadvantaged in competing for jobs with law
graduates with five, six or seven years of university
education. One needs only to look at the rosters of lawyers
in the international firms and corporations in Hong Kong
to see what the future might hold.
Soochow University in Taiwan, which has developed
dual track programmes in law — LLB and Master of Laws
(the latter open to students with undergraduate degrees in
other disciplines) - has found that the graduates of the
latter are in greater demand by law firms than the LLB
graduates.
The Technology Factor
Legal educators in Hong Kong are turning increasingly to
the use of computer technology in teaching - for special
websites for courses, e-mail discussions, Internet research
and Internet access to materials and discussions from other
schools around the world. Powerpoint presentations are
used increasingly to facilitate visual learning. There has
been discussion in many quarters about the value of
distance-learning through computers and the use of video
presentations. All of this is a valuable supplement to
traditional legal education but we must avoid falling into
the trap of relegitimatising learning by correspondence.
There is no substitute for being in a classroom, exchanging
views among students, generating lively debates and having
students on their feet making an argument. In graduate
legal education students have much more self-confidence,
speak out more and learn more from each other.
There will be future opportunities for sharing law classes
and discussions across the globe
through satellite transmission. For
this to be successful, students must
be at roughly the same level in terms
of years of university education.
Clinical Education
Another advantage to graduate
legal education is that it facilitates
giving students practical experience
in working with real clients. There
is a major move in law schools
across the globe toward including
in their curricula clinical legal
education programmes, under the supervision of
experienced law teachers and licensed lawyers. Clinical
education provides an. opportunity to give students real life
experience in counselling, fact-finding, problem-solving and
drafting and an opportunity to inculcate a 'public interest/
community service' ethic to the extent that the legal clinic
serves the poor and underprivileged. Students who have
had clinical experiences in law school are generally viewed
as being much better prepared for practice. But such training
for law students is likely to work best where students are
mature and broadly educated, and know more about life
than their own (often limited) personal experiences. In
addition, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to fit a clinical
experience into a three-year law programme which already
has so many demands placed on it (including core courses,
electives, out-of-discipline courses and English language
training).
Whether experience in a clinical programme can take
the place of a solicitor traineeship would depend on the
exact shape of the clinical programme and the involvement
of the Law Society. If the programme is well designed, the
profession could be confident that certain law office skills
were being taught systematically, rather than relying on
the vagaries of supervision in solicitors' firms. The clinical
law classes at the University of Hong Kong and City
University could be small enough to ensure that all students
could participate in clinics under close supervision.
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Students who are enrolled in graduate law studies can
also undertake sophisticated work with law firms,
companies, government agencies and non-governmental
and international organisations after their first and second
years of law study, adding immensely to their education
and their preparedness for careers in these firms and
organisations.
The 'Academic'/ 'Professional' Divide
The issue of clinical education leads to the question of
whether Hong Kong should move away from the model of
legal education in which 'academic', 'professional' and
'trainee' stages are separated. Many legal educators around
the world believe that substance and procedure should be
taught sidc-by-side and that subjects such as advocacy and
professional conduct are taught best when integrated with
other mainstream law subjects. Although City University
of Hong Kong School of Law and the University of Hong
Kong provide outstanding training in their respective PCLL
programmes, there is little real logic in the division of courses
between the LLB and the PCLL. One could just as well
switch company law or evidence with commercial law and
practice and revenue law in the PCLL, for example. This
suggests that in reshaping legal education, the basic law
programme and the PCLL might be merged, with more
emphasis on the types of skills training currently given
insufficient attention in the LLB / PCLL programmes (brief
and memorandum writing, fact-finding and negotiation,
for example) and more attention to the inter-dependence of
substantive law, procedure, skills and ethics.
Too Many Lawyers?
Every society at one time or another seems to go through
the process of questioning whether there are too many
lawyers. The question often arises in a context of economic
downturn or in the context of concern about increasing
litigation. The answer to the question has significant
implications for legal education because it will define 'the
profession' for which we are training lawyers and the law
jobs to be done by lawyers - and, perhaps, the number of
lawyers to be trained.
One cannot, of course, look simply at how the profession
has defined itself in the past and the tasks that society or
the profession have set for lawyers over the last decades.
We must consider what Hong Kong is likely to be in the
21st century, its relation to Mainland China and the law
jobs we can foresee in a dynamic, forward-looking,
knowledge-based society that intends to take a leadership
role in scientific and technological development, trade and
investment and the communications and entertainment
City University
of Hong Kong
City University of Hong Kong is a young and dynamic institution
directly funded by the Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region through the University Grants Committee
(Hong Kong). Its strategic plan is an ambitious one, reflecting its
aspirations to become one of the leading universities in the Asia-
Pacific region by achieving excellence in teaching and research.
The student population for 1999-2000 is approximately 16,200
(11,000 full-time and 5,200 part-time). The medium of instruction
is English.
Applications arc invited for the following posts:
Associate Professor/Assistant Professor/
Lecturer/Instructor I/Instructor II
School of Law [Ref. 0359/097
The appointee is required to teach law students at undergraduate
and postgraduate levels.
Applicants should possess a good honours degree/Master's/PhD
degree in Law, and experience in law teaching, law practice,
government services or other significant law-related work. The
candidates should have a strong interest in teaching and research,
preferably with a record of publications in law or related areas.
Appointments may be made at the level of Associate Professor,
Assistant Professor, Lecturer, or Instructor I/I I depending on the
qualifications and experience.
Monthly Salary and Conditions of Service
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor*
Lecturer
Instructor I
Instructor II
HK$71,765 to HK$96,405 per month
HKS46,190 to HK$77,165 per month
HKS33,645 to HK$43,060 per month
HK$29,400 to HK$46,485 per month
HKS22,075 to HK$28,075 per month
*Appointces at the level of Assistant Professor with salary of
HK$64,820 per month or above may be considered for the title of
Associate Professor.
(Exchange rate : US$1 = HKS7.8 approximately)
Appointment will be on fixed-term gratuity-bearing contract with
contract-end gratuity payable upon satisfactory completion of
contract. Excellent fringe benefits include medical and dental
schemes, annual leave, and housing allowance where applicable.
Information and Application
Information concerning the posts and the University is available
on the Univers i ty ' s World Wide Web home page
http://www.cityu.edu.hk or the University's listserver accessed by
E-mail at "hrmail@ctylnk.cityu.edu.hk", or from the Human
Resources Office, City University of Hong Kong, Tat Chee Avenue,
Kowloon, Hong Kong (Fax : (852) 2788 1154 or 2788 9334/
E-mail : hrrecrut@cityu.edu.hk). Please send your application in
the form of an application letter enclosing a current curriculum
vitac and the names and addresses of three academic referees to
the Human Resources Office on or before 29 February 2000.
Please quote the reference of the post in the application and on the
envelope.
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industries. One must also take note of the Mainland's
growing need for lawyers and legal services and try to
imagine what roles Hong Kong-trained lawyers could play
in providing these services.
The fact is that in many jurisdictions around the world
the need for lawyers has increased dramatically in the past
20 years. The reasons for this are important. One is the
remarkable growth of law during this period. Health law,
environmental law, communications law, electronic banking
law, electronic commerce law, intellectual property law,
law relating to entertainment and media industries and
trade law are examples of new or rapidly developing areas
of legal practice. Equally important, as governments provide
for more legal services for the poor and under-privileged,
as even relatively small companies go abroad and as
individuals and companies seek alternative modes of
dispute resolution, the need for lawyers increases.
The Law Society will soon undertake a survey of needs
in the profession. It is hoped that this survey will take a
very broad view of the roles that lawyers play in Hong
Kong and the opportunities that could be open to the
profession, in the next century. It is also hoped that the
survey will reveal 'needs' in terms of specialisation and
skills.
The Future Is Almost Here
Government policy makers, the profession and the
universities will need boldness and foresight to position
Honk Kong as a leader in legal education in China and the
world, and to ensure that we are giving our lawyers the
best possible preparation for serving a changing and
dynamic society. The legal profession can, in the coming
century, make tremendous contributions to the
advancement of social and economic programmes in Hong
Kong and China and can compete regionally and globally -
but only if law training is appropriately designed. This
means we must prepare law graduates for a multiplicity of
roles, give them the full liberal arts and law training needed
in modern society and develop a comprehensive vision of
how Hong Kong lawyers can serve the law-related needs of
the Mainland and contribute to the country's development.
If we do not meet this challenge, others will and a great
opportunity will be lost.
David N Smith
Acting Dean
City University of Hong Kong
School of Law
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